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Absorption spectra of HCOOH were measured between 6 and 22 eV at a maximum resolution of 3 meV.
Previous measurements had a spectral limit of 11.7 eV. Analysis and band assignment were aided by data from
theoretical calculations on valence and Rydberg states and from photoelectron spectroscopy. Five valence
transitions and the different types of Rydberg transitions converging to the ground and the first excited
electronic state of HCOOH+ are discussed and assigned in the spectral region below 12.3 eV. Our assignments
differ considerably in many aspects from those of previous studies. Observation, analysis and assignment of
absorption features between 12 and 22 eV were carried out for the first time. Rydberg bands converging to five
expected ionization limits were not observed as discrete features, except for the 3 2A0 ion state, corresponding to
promotion of an 8a0 electron. The Rydberg bands converging to the other ionization limits are broad and merge
to form broad absorption features. Assignments are made for npa0  8a0 and nda0  8a0 Rydberg transitions,
which exhibit discrete absorption bands. It is shown that Rydberg states in the 15.7–16.8 eV region undergo
autoionization with a rate kai� 7.5� 1013 s�1 and that this autoionization is probably dissociative.

1. Introduction

Formic acid, HCOOH, is a molecule of concern to both astro-
physics and to exobiology. Closely related to possible building
blocks of biomolecules,1 it has been observed by radioastron-
omy in several sites in the interstellar medium, e.g. in the cold
dark cloud L134N, as well as (tentative detection) in W51, a
region of massive star formation.2 HCOOH has been proposed
as a constituent of icy mantles towards NGC 7538:IRS9,3 and
more recently in the young stellar object W33A at an abun-
dance level of a few percent.4 Schutte et al.4 indeed suggest that
formic acid is a general component of ices occurring in the vici-
nity of embedded high-mass young stellar objects. Photoche-
mical decomposition products of formic acid, such as the
formyl radical HCO, have been observed in interstellar
clouds.5 Although the formic acid ion HCOOH+, or other of
the stable isomers of general formula CH2O2

+ 6,7 have not
been observed directly in the interstellar medium, decomposi-
tion products such as the formyl radical ion HCO+, which
plays an important role in molecule formation in interstellar
clouds,8 and protonated carbon dioxide, HOCO+, have been
observed by radioastronomy.5 Recently, formic acid has been
observed in comets.9 The relative abundance of formic acid
is at least 50 times greater in protostellar ices than in gas phase
astronomical sources,10 including comets, which suggests that
the gas phase photostability of formic acid with respect to
UV and VUV radiation is much less than for HCOOH
embedded in a solid ice. The photophysical properties of

HCOOH in the UV and VUV are thus of direct interest for
understanding this phenomenon, as well as for undertaking
radioastronomy searches, for cometary science and for exo-
biology studies.
We have carried out a number of photophysical measure-

ments on formic acid, in particular the He I photoelectron
spectrum of formic acid and its isotopologues,11 the ionization
quantum yield over the 6–22 eV energy range, the dispersed
fluorescence spectrum excited at several VUV photon energies,
and excitation spectra for various fluorescence bands.12 The
present work concerns the absorption spectrum of HCOOH
between 6 and 22 eV. The absorption results have been impor-
tant for interpretation of the results of the photophysical inves-
tigations. Earlier absorption and fluorescence spectra with
comparable resolution were limited to measurements below
11.5 eV.13,14 Our photoelectron spectra11 were measured at a
higher resolution than in previous studies.15–17 No previous
measurements of the ionization yields of formic acid have been
reported. Electron energy loss spectra18–20 of HCOOH, limited
to about 15 eV, did not fully resolve the Rydberg transitions.

2. Experimental

Absorption spectra were measured with an experimental set-up
whose essential components and procedure have been
described previously21 so that only a brief resumé is given here.
Monochromatised synchrotron radiation was obtained from
the Berlin electron storage ring BESSY I (multi-bunch mode)
in association with a M-225 McPherson monochromator mod-
ified to have a focal length of 1.5 m, and a gold coated laminar
Al diffraction grating having 1200 lines mm�1. Spectral disper-
sion was 5.6 Å mm�1. The monochromator exit slit width was
�0.1 mm. The 30 cm long absorption cell is separated from the
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monochromator vacuum by a 1 mm thick stainless steel micro-
channel plate (MCP). Formic acid gas pressures were in the
range 20–30 mbar, measured with a Balzers capacitance man-
ometer. No dimer features are expected at the low pressures
and the temperature of our formic acid target gas11,16 and none
were observed. The small pressure gradient inside the absorp-
tion cell, due to the gas leak through the MCP, does not signif-
icantly affect the optical density measurements. The use of the
MCP enables us to know the precise optical pathlength, the
pressure drop being by a factor of the order of 1000, which
ensures linearity in the Beer–Lambert analysis of the optical
density measurements. VUV light transmission efficiency of
the MCP is estimated to be about 10% and the transmitted
light was largely sufficient for absorption measurements.
Transmitted radiation strikes a window covered with a layer
of sodium salicylate whose ensuing fluorescence was detected
by a photomultiplier.
Two scans, one with and one without formic acid gas were

carried out for determining the absorption spectrum. During
a scan, the VUV light intensity falls off slightly due to contin-
uous loss of electrons in the storage ring. The incident light
intensity is furthermore a function of the energy-dependent
reflectance of the diffraction grating. These two factors have
been taken into account in normalization of the spectra, which
were recorded at an energy interval of 6.5 meV.
The optimum energy resolution of our photoabsorption

spectra is 3 meV, the precision of the energy scale is �5 meV.
A high resolution VUV photoabsorption spectrum of acetone
was used for calibration of the formic acid spectral wave-
lengths. This acetone spectrum had itself been calibrated with
the same monochromator, using mercury emission lines. Com-
mercial HCOOH of highest available purity grade was used
without further purification.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Absorption spectra: General characteristics

The complete absorption spectrum of formic acid between 6 and
22 eV is given in Fig. 1. Features measured in the 7–18 eV
region are listed as band numbers, energies and band assign-
ments in Table 1, along with the quantum defects of the Ryd-
berg levels, determined for the origin bands of the Rydberg
transitions. The energies of the observed features are quoted to
1meVand to1 cm�1; theuncertainties in repeatedmeasurements
of the peak frequencies of sharp features are of the order of
10–20 cm�1 and those of broad features are somewhat greater.
The maximum absorption cross-section of 46.7 Mb occurs in
the 17–22 eV region (Fig. 1). Suto et al.13 published absorption
spectra over the 4.96–11.7 eV region, and Tabayashi et al.14

in the 8–11.7 eV region, using synchrotron radiation as the

spectral source. Our cross-sections for sharp bands are 8–12%
higher than those of Suto et al., but are somewhat lower than
those of Tabayashi et al., whose measurements have an uncer-
tainty of �15%. For example, from our measurements the
absorption cross sections of the peak of the bands at 8.29 eV
(band 3, Table 1) and 10.989 eV (band 70) are 34.6 Mb and
29.8 Mb respectively (ratio 1.16), as compared with 31.9 Mb
and 26.6 Mb (ratio 1.20) in Suto et al.,13 44.1 Mb and 34.4
Mb (ratio 1.28) in Tabayashi et al.14 The differences are not
due to different spectral resolutions since visual comparisons
of absorption spectra show that our spectral resolution is simi-
lar to that of Suto et al.13 and that the absorption spectrum of
Tabayashi et al.14 is less well resolved.
Bell et al.22 carried out photographic absorption spectro-

scopy in the 6.9–11.3 eV region and extended previous Ryd-
berg series analyses of Price and Evans.23 Lower energy
absorption spectra below 5.5 eV in the near UV have been stu-
died by Ng and Bell24 and related photodissociation studies of
formic acid have been discussed by Langford et al.,25 who refer
also to other low energy absorption studies below 6 eV.
Electron energy loss spectra (EELS) of formic acid have

been measured in the 6.5–9.5 eV region18 and in the 5–16 eV
region.19,20 Conflicting aspects and assignments of valence
shell and Rydberg transitions have been discussed on the basis
of the respective EELS studies and comparison with optical
absorption spectra.18–20 However, comparison between pub-
lished EELS spectra and our and other optical absorption
spectra clearly indicate that the EELS resolution is insufficient
for anything but qualitative discussion.

3.2. Absorption spectra: Theoretical considerations

The distinction between valence and Rydberg transitions is not
always easy to establish since there can be quite a lot of mixing
between valence and Rydberg states. Our analysis of the
absorption spectrum of formic acid seeks to characterise those
states that are predominantly valence or predominantly Ryd-
berg in character. For this we use a number of criteria, such
as comparison with calculated energies and transition
strengths, the nature of the molecular orbitals involved in
the optical transitions and their effects on structural and vibra-
tional properties, etc. These criteria will be discussed as they
arise in this work.
In order to analyse valence and Rydberg transitions in the

absorption spectra of formic acid, and to distinguish between
them, we first examine the electron configurations and struc-
tures of HCOOH and HCOOH+. This aspect is discussed in
more detail elsewhere,11 where it is particularly relevant to
analysis of formic acid photoelectron spectra.

3.2.1. HCOOH electron configurations and structures. The
ground state of neutral formic acid is planar and belongs to
the Cs symmetry group. Its structure, depicted in Fig. 2 from
the work of Davis et al.,26 corresponds to the lowest energy
isomer, of cis (or anti) configuration. The trans (or syn) isomer
of HCOOH lies above at 169 meV.27,28

The electron configuration of HCOOH is:
. . .(6a0)2(7a0)2(8a0)2(1a00)2(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0)2, 1 1A0

where the bonding characters of the various molecular orbi-
tals are as follows:11

10a0 is mainly non-bonding nO on the O atom lone pair of
the carbonyl group
2a00 is pC=O(p2) mixed with nOH , and is mainly localised on

the O atom of OH
9a0 is sCO within the O–C–O framework, mixed with nOH ,

bonding in OH
1a00 is pCO(p1) mixed with nOH

8a0 is sOH

7a0 is sCO

6a0 is sCH

Fig. 1 Overview of the absorption spectrum of HCOOH in the 6–22
eV region.
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Table 1 Formic acid absorption features and transition assignments in the 6.8–18 eV spectral region. Quantum defect values are given for the 000
bands of Rydberg transitions

Band no. Energy/eV Frequency n/cm�1 Assignment Quantum defect d

1 7.533 60 757 p* sCO 2 1A00  1 1A0; 3sa0  10a0

2 8.106 65 379 p* p2 2
1A0  1 1A0(000)

3 8.29 66 863 2 1A0  1 1A0 (310)
4 8.46 68 234 2 1A0  1 1A0 (320)
5 8.622 69 541 2 1A0  1 1A0 (330)
6 8.761 70 662 3sa0  2a00 (000) 1.06

7 8.839 71 291 3pa0  10a0 (000) 0.66

8 8.918 71 928 p* p1 3
1A0  1 1A0(000)

9 8.95 72 186 s* no 4 1A0  1 1A0(000)
10 8.96 72 267 3 1A0  1 1A0 (910)
11 8.983 72 452 3pa0  10a0 (510)
12 9.026 72 799 3pa0  10a0 (310)
13 9.059 73 065 3p0a0  10a0 (000) 0.55

14 9.103 73 420 3 1A0  1 1A0 (310)
15 9.13 73 638 4 1A0  1 1A0 (310)
16 9.147 73 775 3 1A0  1 1A0 (3109

1
0)

17 9.165 73 920 3pa0  10a0 (3105
1
0)

18 9.209 74 275 3pa0  10a0 (320)
19 9.243 74 549 3p0a0  10a0 (310)
20 9.28 74 848 3 1A0  1 1A0 (320)
21 9.306 75 058 4 1A0  1 1A0 (320)
22 9.33 75 251 3 1A0  1 1A0 (3209

1
0)

23 9.356 75 461 3pa0  10a0 (3205
1
0)

24 9.375 75 614 Noise

25 9.39 75 735 3pa0  10a0 (330)
26 9.417 75 953 Noise

27 9.45 76 219 3 1A0  1 1A0 (330)
28 9.478 76 445 4 1A0  1 1A0 (330)
29 9.50 76 622 3 1A0  1 1A0 (3309

1
0)

30 9.598 77 413 ?

31 9.613 77 534 3 1A0  1 1A0 (340)
32 9.651 77 840 3da0  10a0 (000) 0.15

33 9.712 78 332 Noise

34 9.744 78 590 Noise

35 9.763 78 744 3pa0  2a00 (000) 0.72

36 9.782 78 897 3 1A0  1 1A0 (350)
37 9.826 79 252 Noise

38 9.835 79 324 3da0  10a0 (310)
39 9.854 79 477 ?

40 9.891 79 776 3pa0  2a00 (610)
41 9.942 80 187 3pa00  2a00 (000) 0.64

42 9.987 80 550 4sa0  10a0 (000) 0.81

43 10.016 80 784 3da0  10a0 (320)
44 10.053 81 083 3pa0  2a00 (320)
45 10.071 81 228 3pa00  2a00 (610)
46 10.086 81 349 3pa00  2a00 (510)
47 10.125 81 663 4sa0  10a0 (610)
48 10.147 81 841 4pa0  10a0 (000) 0.60

49 10.17 82 026 4sa0  10a0 (310)
50 10.256 82 720 Broad overlapping features 3pa00  2a00 (310)
51 10.299 83 067 4pa0  10a0 (610)
52 10.324 83 268 4pa0  10a0 (310)
53 10.375 83 680 4p0a0  10a0 (000) 0.22

54 10.41 83 962 4da0  10a0 (000) 0.14

55 10.422 84 220 4pa0  10a0 (620)
56 10.47 84 446 4pa0  10a0 (3106

1
0)

57 10.498 84 672 4pa0  10a0 (320)
58 10.533 84 954 5sa0  10a0 (000) 0.85

59 10.595 85 454 4da0  10a0 (310)
60 10.621 85 664 5pa0  10a0 (000) 0.60

61 10.653 85 922 4pa0  10a0 (3206
1
0)

62 10.684 86 172 5sa0  10a0 (610)
63 10.717 86 438 5sa0  10a0 (310); 3da

00  2a00 (000) 0.14

64 10.769 86 857 5da0  10a0 (000) 0.05

65 10.78 86 946 4da0  10a0 (320)
66 10.806 87 156 6sa0  10a0 (000); 5pa

0  10a0 (310) 0.88

67 10.86 87 591 6pa0  10a0 (000); 4sa
0  2a00 (000) 0.59; 1.01

68 10.898 87 898 5sa0  10a0 (320)
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The two lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, whose calcu-
lated relative energies depend strongly on the basis set used11b

are:
3a00, which is a p* molecular orbital
11a0 which is the antibonding in OH analogue of orbital 9a0.
The 1 2A0 ground state of the ion, whose ionization energy

(IE) is 11.3246 eV,11 has the electron configuration: . . .(6a0)2-
(7a0)2(8a0)2(1a00)2(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0), and is planar.7,22,29,30 The

1 2A00 first excited electronic state of the ion, at 12.378 eV,11

of configuration . . .(6a0)2(7a0)2(8a0)2(1a00)2(9a0)2(2a00)(10a0)2, is
also planar.7,11,29,30 The characteristics of higher excited states
of the formic acid ion will be discussed later, in section 4.
Table 2 gives the vibrational modes and frequencies of neu-

tral formic acid in its ground state, based on the IR and
Raman spectra of several groups,11,31–33 and the correspond-
ing values determined for the cation ground state 1 2A0 and

Table 1 (continued)

Band no. Energy/eV Frequency n/cm�1 Assignment Quantum defect d

69 10.956 88 366 7sa0  10a0 (000); 5da
0  10a0 (310); 5pa

0  10a0 (3106
1
0) 0.93

70 10.989 88 632 6sa0  10a0 (310); 7pa
0  10a0 (000); 4sa

0  2a00 (610) 0.63

71 11.014 88 833 3da00  2a00 (310)
72 11.045 89 083 8sa0  10a0 (000); 6pa

0  10a0 (310) 1.03

73 11.077 89 342 8pa0  10a0 (000) 0.59

74 11.123 89 713 Noise

75 11.134 89 801 7sa0  10a0 (310); 9pa
0  10a0 (000) 0.55

76 11.148 89 914 4pa00  2a00 (000); 4sa
0  2a00 (310) 0.67

77 11.178 90 156 6sa0  10a0 (320); 7pa
0  10a0 (310)

78 11.193 90 277 8sa0  10a0 (610)
79 11.233 90 600 8sa0  10a0 (310); 6pa

0  10a0 (320)
80 11.264 90 850 8pa0  10a0 (310)
81 11.298 91 124 ?

82 11.317 91 277 9pa0  10a0 (310)
83 11.34 91 463 ?

84 11.356 91 592 ?

85 11.378 91 769 ?

86 11.402 91 963 ?

87 11.417 92 084 ?

88 11.444 92 302 8pa0  10a0 (320); 4da
00  2a00 (000) 0.18

89 11.489 92 665 ?

90 11.497 92 729 5sa0  2a00 (000) 1.07

91 11.531 93 003 3pa0  9a0 (000) 0.72

92 11.628 93 786 5sa0  2a00 (610)
93 11.65 93 963 5pa00  2a00 (000) 0.68

94 11.712 94 463 4da00  2a00 (310); 3pa
0  9a0 (310)

95 11.781 95 020 5pa00  2a00 (610); 5sa
0  2a00 (310)

96 11.795 95 133 5da00  2a00 (000) 0.17

97 11.809 95 245 ?

98 11.83 95 415 6sa0  2a00 (000) 1.02

99 11.893 95 923 6pa00  2a00 (000); 3pa
0  9a0 (320) 0.70

100 11.946 96 350 5pa00  2a00 (310)
101 11.958 96 447 6sa0  2a00 (610)
102 11.988 96 689 7sa0  2a00 (000) 1.09

103 12.026 96 996 7pa00  2a00 (000); 6pa
00  2a00 (610) 0.78

104 12.058 97 254 5pa00  2a00 (3106
1
0); 5sa

0  2a00 (320)
105 12.094 97 544 8sa0  2a00 (000) 1.07

106 12.116 97 722 7sa0  2a00 (610); 6sa
0  2a00 (310)

107 12.159 98 068 7pa00  2a00 (610)
108 12.221 98 568 8sa0  2a00 (610)
109 12.286 99 093 7sa0  2a00 (310) ?
110 13.48 108 722 ? 9a0a

111 14.49 116 869 3pa0  8a0 (000) 0.67

112 14.65 118 160 ? (broad feature)

113 14.785 119 248 ? (broad feature)

114 15.746 126 999 4pa0  8a0 (000) 0.67

115 15.908 128 306 4pa0  8a0 (610)
116 16.064 129 564 4da0  8a0 (000) 0.125

117 16.238 130 968 5pa0  8a0 (000) 0.69

118 16.399 132 266 5pa0  8a0 (610); 5da
0  8a0 (000) 0.124

119 16.48 132 919 6pa0  8a0 (000) 0.74

120 16.57 133 645 6da0  8a0 (000) 0.176

121 16.624 130 081 7pa0  8a0 (000) 0.74

122 16.682 134 549 7da0  8a0 (000) 0.14

123 16.734 134 968 8pa0  8a0 (000) See text

124 17.90b 144 372 ? 6a0b

a Region of broad overlapping Rydberg bands converging to the 2 2A0 ion state. b Maximum of broad overlapping Rydberg bands converging to

the 5 2A0 ion state.
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first excited state 1 2A00 by analysis of the He I photoelectron
spectra of formic acid.11b Vibrational frequencies of higher
excited ion states, determined from photoelectron spectra, will
be discussed in section 4.

3.2.2. Valence states and transitions of HCOOH. We will
be concerned with the five valence transitions discussed below:
(1) The lowest energy singlet–singlet valence transition,
. . .(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0)2, 1 1A0 ! . . .(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0)(3a00), 1 1A00

corresponds to a p* nO transition and is calculated to
have an energy between 5 and 7 eV (Table 3). It is also pre-
dicted to be a weak transition whose oscillator strength is cal-
culated by Basch et al.37 to be f� 0.007, and by Demoulin35 to
be f ¼ 0.014, i.e. 2.9% of his calculated oscillator strength,
f ¼ 0.494 (the value given by Demoulin, 0.0494, is an obvious
misprint), of the strongest valence transition, p* pC=O(p2)
(see below). Demoulin’s dipole length calculations are not
expected to give accurate values of the oscillator strengths,
because of insufficient configuration interaction, but the rela-
tive values are probably of qualitative significance. The experi-
mental oscillator strength of the p* pC=O(p2) transition is
f� 0.2 (see section 3.3.2) so that, based on the relative intensi-
ties calculated by Demoulin, the oscillator strength of the
1 1A00  1 1A0 transition would be of the order of f ¼ 0.006,
and this is indeed close to the theoretical estimation of Basch
et al. We remark also that the upper state is of A00 symmetry
so that the electronic transition is polarized perpendicular to
the molecular plane and is thus expected to be of relatively
low intensity.38

Although the lowest energy singlet–singlet valence transition
is outside our spectral observation range, its properties can be
used as an initial test of our methodological approach. From
the nature of the HOMO (10a0) and LUMO (3a00), in this first
valence transition one expects a lengthening of the C=O bond
and a decrease in the C=O stretching frequency n3 whose
ground state value is 1777 cm�1 32 (Table 2). Experimentally,
the electronic origin of this transition is at 4.64 eV 39 and it
is reported, from EELs measurements,19 to be a weak transi-
tion having an intensity about 1% that of the p* pC=O(p2)
transition, in agreement with our relative intensities discussion
above. Spectroscopic analysis shows that the C=O bond length

increases from 1.288 Å in the ground state to 1.407 Å in the
1 1A00 state24 and the n3 C=O stretching frequency decreases
from 1777 cm�1 to 1115 cm�1,39 in agreement with our predic-
tions.
There are some other marked changes, in particular in bond

angles and in vibrational frequencies, following the
1 1A00  1 1A0 absorption transition. The OCO0 bond angle
decreases from 125� to 111.4�,25 the OCO0 bending frequency
goes from n700 ¼ 625 cm�1 to n70 ¼ 404 cm�1,39 the formyl
hydrogen becomes non-planar (out-of-plane angle is 32�, with
both H atoms twisted out of the plane defined by the O–C=O
backbone in an anti-configuration25) and the corresponding
out-of-plane OH0 vibration drops from n900 ¼ 642 cm�1 to
n90 ¼ 251 cm�1.39 These changes are in line with expectations
from the respective bonding characteristics of the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals. Since the HOMO is mainly a carbonyl oxygen
s lone pair, we can deduce that the tendency to non-planarity
is associated with the 3a00 LUMO. This is consistent with the
fact that the ground and the first excited state of the HCOOH+

ion, which correspond respectively to removal of an electron
from the 10a0 and 2a00 molecular orbitals, are both planar.7,11

Other valence excitations to the 3a00 orbital might therefore
induce non-planarity in the corresponding excited state.
HCOOH is pyramidal in shape in the 1 1A00 excited state.24 If

inversion can occur easily in this electronic state, the relevant
permutation group becomes isomorphous with Cs , so that
the Cs symmetry labelling still applies, in particular the distinc-
tion between a0 and a00 symmetries is conserved. Thus the
observation39 that the 910 band in the 1 1A00  1 1A0 transition
is three times more intense than the O0

0 band can be under-
stood in that, since n90 has a00 symmetry, the total symmetry
of the upper state vibronic level of the 910 band will be a0, i.e.
polarized in the pseudo-plane of the molecule, and thus inten-
sity enhanced.
From the good correspondence between the experimental

and our predicted structural changes in the first valence transi-
tion, we conclude that the approach we have taken is valid
concerning the relation between HCOOH structural changes
and the molecular orbitals involved in the electronic transition,
at least for the valence transitions of formic acid.
(2) The second valence transition, 2 1A0  1 1A0, corresponds

to the p* pC=O(p2) transition (Table 3), and is predicated by
most calculations to be a strong transition in the 9–10 eV
region. As mentioned earlier, its experimental oscillator
strength is f� 0.2. The value calculated by Basch et al.37 is
f ¼ 0.214 or 0.755 according to whether the dipole velocity
operator or the dipole length operator is used. The large differ-
ence between these two values indicates that the wave func-
tions used for the state energy calculations are not optimal.
In fact, Basch et al. calculate an energy of 12.02 eV for this
transition, much higher than other calculated values (Table 3).
We note that the 2 1A0 state is considered to have a substantial
contribution of the . . .(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0)(11a0) configuration.36

Table 2 Experimental vibrational modes and frequencies of the 1 1A0 ground state of HCOOH,a and the 1 2A0 ground state and first excited 1 2A00

state of HCOOH+ b

Symmetry Mode number Mode type HCOOH 1 1A0 n/cm�1 HCOOH+ 1 2A0 n/cm�1 HCOOH+ 1 2A00 n/cm�1

a0 n1 n(OH) 3569

a0 n2 n(CH) 2942 3026 3232

a0 n3 n(CO) 1777 1495 2343

a0 n4 d(HCO) 1381 1398

a0 n5 d(H0O0C) 1223 1196 1324

a0 n6 n(CO) 1104 1196 1029

a0 n7 d(OCO0) 625 510 574

a00 n8 d(CH) 1033

a00 n9 d(OH) 642

a From IR and Raman data.11,31–33 b From He I photoelectron spectra.11b

Fig. 2 Structure of the ground state of HCOOH. Internuclear dis-
tances in Å.
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From the nature of the HOMO-1 (2a00) and the LUMO (3a00)
one would expect on excitation a lengthening of the C=O bond
and a decrease in the C=O stretching frequency n3 , a lengthen-
ing of the OH bond and decrease in its stretching frequency n1
(¼ 3569 cm�1 in the ground state), and a possible non-planar-
ity of the upper state. We discuss later our reasons for assign-
ing bands in the 8–8.8 eV region as the p* pC=O(p2)
transition (Tables 1 and 3) and the nature of the structural
changes induced in the excited state.
(3) The third valence transition, 2 1A00  1 1A0, is the

p* sCO transition, whose energy is calculated to be fairly
close to the p* pC=O(p2) transition (Table 3). It is also pre-
dicted to be a weak transition polarized perpendicular to the
molecular plane. From the nature of the HOMO-2 (9a0) and
the LUMO (3a00) one would expect on excitation a lengthening
of the C–O bond and a decrease in the C–O stretching fre-
quency n6 , a lengthening of the OH bond and decrease in its
stretching frequency n1 (¼ 3569 cm�1 in the ground state),
and a possible non-planarity of the upper state.
Experimentally, as discussed later, we consider that this

transition is either too weak to be observed or that it occurs
within, and is dominated by, the broad absorption band at
about 7.5 eV, which is essentially due to the 3sa0  10a0 Ryd-
berg transition. If this valence transition does occur in the
7.5 eV region, it implies that, on a single configuration basis,
the energy order of the 9a0 and 2a00 molecular orbitals are
reversed with respect to the electronic configuration of the
ground state given previously. We note that the calculations
of Demoulin35 also place the 2 1A00  1 1A0 absorption transi-
tion at a lower energy than 2 1A0  1 1A0. Furthermore, this
order is also predicted for the analogous transitions in several
other HCOX species.37

(4) The fourth valence transition, 3 1A0  1 1A0, corresponds
to the p* pCO(p1) transition (Table 3). It is calculated to
have an energy at least 2 eV above that of the p* pC=O(p2)
transition. Basch et al.37 calculate f ¼ 0.070 (dipole velocity
operator), f ¼ 0.209 (dipole length operator). The oscillator
strength of this transition is predicted to be between 10%
and 40% as intense as the p* p2 transition.

19,35

From the nature of the HOMO-3 (1a00) and the LUMO (3a00)
one would expect on excitation a lengthening of the carbon–
oxygen bonds and a decrease in their stretching frequencies,
as well as a possible non-planarity of the upper state. Experi-
mental assignments of this transition are discussed later.

(5) The fifth valence transition, 4 1A0  1 1A0, corresponds to
a s* nO transition (Table 3), predicted to be at higher energy
than p* pCO(p1), and to be a fairly strong transition, of cal-
culated oscillator strength f ¼ 0.113 (dipole velocity operator),
f ¼ 0.214 (dipole length operator).37

The 11a0 LUMO+1 orbital is OH antibonding so that we
expect a lengthening of the O–H bond and a decrease in the
OH stretch frequency n1 . Following the previous discussion
concerning the 2 1A0 state, the 4 1A0 excited state arising from
the 11a0  10a0 orbital excitation presumably has a contribu-
tion from the (9a0)2(2a00) (10a0)2(3a00) configuration. This would
lead to a tendency to lengthen the C=O bond with a conse-
quent decrease in the C=O stretching frequency n3 , but prob-
ably not as much as in the 2 1A0 state, and to a possible non-
planarity of the upper state 4 1A0. The possible experimental
assignments of this 4 1A 1 1A0 valence transition are consid-
ered later.
The excited states discussed so far are nominally valence

states, the spatial extent of their upper molecular orbitals, as
measured by hr2i1/2,35 being expected to be of the order of 3
a0 . However the dimensions of some of the HCOOH valence
states can be closer to those of Rydberg states, e.g. the 2 1A0

and 3 1A0 states are calculated to have hr2i1/2 values of 6.6
and 8.7 a0 respectively,35 which are of the order of the calcu-
lated size of some of the n ¼ 3 Rydberg states of formic acid.
This may indicate the existence of some valence–Rydberg mix-
ing for these two states.

3.2.3. Rydberg states and transitions of HCOOH. We will
initially be concerned with two main classes of Rydberg transi-
tions in formic acid, those involving promotion of a 10a0 orbi-
tal electron leading at n ¼ 1 to the ion ground state 1 2A0, and
those where promotion of a 2a00 orbital electron leads even-
tually to the first excited state 1 2A00 of the ion. Rydberg transi-
tions involving higher energy ionization limits are discussed in
section 4.
There are various possible Rydberg series corresponding to

transitions to nondegenerate s orbitals and to split core p and d
orbitals. The Rydberg series transitions leading to the ground
state of the ion are:
nsa0  10a0;
npa0  10a0; npa00  10a0; npa0  10a0

nda0  10a0; nda00  10a0; nda0  10a0; nda00  10a0,
nda0  10a0,

Table 3 Valence transitions in formic acid: calculated and experimental transition energies

Transitions between

electronic states

Transitions between

molecular orbitals

Orbital

character

Calculated

transition energy/eV

Experimental

transition energy/eV

1 1A00  1 1A0 3a00  10a0 p* no 5.2435 4.6439

5.834

5.8336

6.019

6.8637

2 1A0  1 1A0 3a00  2a00 p* pC=O 8.919 8.107 [present study]

9.5234

9.6435

9.8436

12.0237

2 1A00  1 1A0 3a00  9a0 p* sCO 8.919 �7.53 (max) [present study, see text]

9.3935

10.4334

11.237

3 1A0  1 1A0 3a00  1a00 p* pC–O 11.619 8.919 [present study]

12.7235

13.634

14.9537

4 1A0  1 1A0 11a0  10a0 s* nO 12.8437 8.95 [present study]

15.1834
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the transitions being 1A0  1 1A0 when the Rydberg orbital
has a0 symmetry, and 1A00  1 1A0 when it has a00 symmetry.
Rydberg transitions that can lead to the first excited state

are:
nsa0  2a00;
npa0  2a00; npa00  2a00; npa0  2a00

nda0  2a00; nda00  2a00; nda0  2a00; nda00  2a00; nda0  2a00,
the transitions here being 1A0  1 1A0 when the Rydberg

orbital has a00 symmetry, and 1A00  1 1A0 when it has a0 sym-
metry.
The maximum oscillator strength for a Rydberg transition is

found empirically to be f ¼ 0.08 per spatial degeneracy.38

Furthermore, f should vary with n�3, a relation that we can
use as a guide in Rydberg assignments. Another useful criter-
ion is that transitions to 1A00 states should be much weaker
than to 1A0 states.
The Rydberg series absorption bands should have upper

states whose geometry is similar to that of the formic acid
ion state to which they converge at their limits. The electron
configuration of the 1 2A0 ground state of the ion leads us to
conjecture that in the Rydberg series leading to this ion state,
we should find progressions in n3 with frequency diminished
with respect to n3(C=O) ¼ 1777 cm�1 in the neutral ground
state, as well as progressions in n6(C–O) with frequency
increased with respect to the neutral ground state n6(C–
O) ¼ 1104 cm�1. This is indeed what is found in the He I
photoelectron spectrum of HCOOH,11 where we also see exci-
tation of n70(d(OCO)).
In the 1 2A00 excited state of the ion, removal of the 2a00 elec-

tron from the neutral ground state configuration should lead
to an increase in the C=O bond length, a decrease in the C–
O bond length and marked increases in the H0O0C and HCO0

angles, as well as a decrease in the OCO0 angle. We therefore
expect to see a decrease in one of the two carbon–oxygen
stretch vibrations and an increase in the other, besides excita-
tion of n7 . The actual behaviour of the carbon–oxygen stretch
vibrations in the He I PES of formic acid and its isotopo-
mers11b is more complex than these expectations, in particular
because of structural flexibility in this excited state that is not
taken into account in considering only the properties of the
molecular orbitals in this species. The appropriate frequencies
to look for in vibronic bands of Rydberg series converging to
this state of the HCOOH+ ion are those given for the 1 2A00

state modes in Table 2.

3.3. Spectral assignments: Valence and Rydberg transitions
below the ion ground state

Successive sections of the absorption spectra between 6.8 and
17.5 eV are shown in Figs. 3–7. The band assignments are
listed in Table 1 but, for the sake of visual clarity, not all

assignments are indicated in the figures. The various spectral
regions are discussed in turn, beginning with the valence and
Rydberg transitions below the ion ground state energy.

3.3.1. The 7.5 eV band. Fig. 3 shows the absorption spec-
trum of formic acid between 6.8 and 8.7 eV. The continuum
with a maximum around 7.5 eV, known in the literature as
the Ã0 band,22 has been assigned by Fridh19 and by Ari and
Güven20 as the 3sa0  10a0 Rydberg transition. Barnes and
Simpson40 on the basis of band filiation in related compounds
containing the carbonyl or carboxyl group, have assigned the
Ã0 band to the p* n0O transition (¼ p* sCO , see below)
where n0 is the second lone pair orbital on the carbonyl group
oxygen. Since n0 is something like a 2p orbital extending along
the C–O line,41,42 the n0o orbital can be considered as equiva-
lent to the s(CO) orbital discussed above. On the other hand,
Nagakura et al.43 have assigned this band to the p* p2 tran-
sition. However, as discussed below, our analysis concludes
that the p* p2 transition lies in the 8–8.8 eV region.
The p* sCO transition 2 1A00  1 1A0 (Table 3) is predicted

to be considerably less intense than the p* p2 transition.37

As discussed earlier, it may be too weak to be observed or it
may lie within the broad 7.5 eV feature which we consider to
mainly correspond to a diffuse 3sa0  10a0 Rydberg transition.
This is supported by the experimental oscillator strength of
the 7.5 eV band, determined by the formula f� 9.7�
10�3� smax�DE1/2 , where the peak absorption cross section
is in Mb, and DE1/2 is the FWHM, in eV, of an assumed
Gaussian band profile. The value thus obtained, f� 0.025, is
six times greater than f ¼ 0.004 calculated for the 2 1A00  
1 1A0 transition,37 and is thus consistent with the existence,

Fig. 3 HCOOH absorption spectrum: 6.8–8.8 eV.

Fig. 4 HCOOH absorption spectrum: 8.8–9.8 eV.

Fig. 5 HCOOH absorption spectrum: 9.7–11.5 eV.
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within the 7.5 eV band, of both this valence transition and the
3sa0  10a0 Rydberg transition.
Insofar as the 2 1A00  1 1A0 transition occurs within the 7.5

eV band, the broadness of this band may be associated in part
with promotion of an electron from the 9a0 to the 3a00 orbital,
since in the He I photoelectron spectrum of formic acid, ioni-
zation by removal of an electron from the 9a0 orbital gives rise
to a broad mainly featureless PES band at about 14.6 eV,
although the next two higher energy PES bands, involving
ionization of other electrons, show vibrational structure.11b,15

3.3.2. The 8.0–8.8 eV region bands. The structured absorp-
tion in the 8–8.8 eV region (Fig. 3), has four component bands,
at 8.106, 8.290, 8.460 and 8.622 eV. Although much less broad
than the feature at 7.5 eV, these bands are nevertheless broader
than the sharp features in the 9 eV region. There have been
various interpretations of these bands. They have been
assigned13,22 as vibrational components of the 3s 10a0 Ryd-
berg transition (n ¼ 3 of an ns series whose quantum defect is
d ¼ 0.85). The argument of Bell et al.22 in favour of this Ryd-
berg assignment is that the absorption bands in the 8.4 eV
region ressemble the first photoelectron spectrum band of for-
mic acid, as measured by Brundle et al.15 This is certainly true,
even though the band intervals in the respective spectra indi-
cate that the resemblance may be more qualitative than quan-
titative (see below). However, an examination of Fig. 2 of
Brundle et al.,15 which gives a direct comparison of absorption
and photoelectron bands, shows that the absorption band
being compared in their work is not the 8.4 eV band system
but the sharp band system beginning at 8.84 eV (see below).
A further argument against the Bell et al. assignment is that
it leads to an unreasonably small term value for the 3s level.38

Several authors14,20,40 assign the bands in the 8–8.8 eV
region to the p* p2 transition, i.e. 2 1A0  1 1A0, whereas
Fridh19 considers the transition to be part of the npa0s Ryd-
berg series (see below). The successive member intervals of
the four bands are 1484, 1371, 1307 cm�1, which argues
against a Rydberg assignment since these vibrational intervals
do not match those of the asymptotic ion state which, from the
HeI PES,11 are 1495, 1473, 1425 and 1419 cm�1. The vibra-
tional intervals observed in the absorption spectrum corre-
spond to the n3 mode frequency in the 2 1A0 excited state. Its
decrease with respect to n3 ¼ 1777 cm�1 in the ground state
(Table 2) is consistent with our predictions based on the mole-
cular orbital properties, as discussed in section 3.2.2. We
remark that Bell et al.22 give the absorption spectrum intervals
as 1490, 1460, 1470 cm�1, but their spectra are certainly less
well resolved than ours and their measurements are not as
secure for these diffuse bands on photographic plates, as can
be surmised from their Figs. 1 and 2.
The 2 1A0  1 1A0 assignment (Table 3) is confirmed by the

transition strength, predicted to be strong.19,35 Our absorption
cross-section measurements give an oscillator strength f� 0.2,
whereas Robin38 gives f ¼ 0.37, derived from the peak extinc-
tion coefficient reported by Barnes and Simpson.40 These
experimental values are considerably higher than the maxi-
mum value f ¼ 0.08 expected for a 3s n0o Rydberg transi-
tion.38 The shape of the generalized oscillator strength
functions, as determined from EELS, is conjectured18 to indi-
cate important configuration interaction for this transition.
Indeed, calculations show that in this valence transition there
is a strong mixture of 3a00  2a00 valence, 3pa0  10a0 Rydberg
and other single excitations.35 The spatial extent of the nom-
inal p* orbital, 3a00, given by hr2i1/2 ¼ 8.7 a0 , is larger than
that of a ‘‘normal ’’ valence p* molecular orbital (3 a0), but
smaller than that of a 3da00 Rydberg MO (11.5 a0).
We remark that in this 8.0–8.8 eV band system, the first

band at around 65 400 cm�1 (our band 2, Table 1) remains dis-
tinct and is shifted only slightly to the violet along the isotopo-
logue series HCOOH, HCOOD, DCOOH, DCOOD while the
other bands seem to become more diffuse along the series and
in DCOOH and DCOOD they merge into a continuum.22 This
may be a sign of increasing overlap of vibrational bands or of
an increase in photodissociation rates. The latter would be
unusual for deuteration of neutral states. We note that no
fluorescence emission of parent or fragments is observed on
excitation of formic acid in this spectral region.12

3.3.3. The 8.75–12.3 eV region bands. Many series of bands
are observed in the 8.75–12.3 eV region (Figs. 4–6), some of
which are valence bands and others Rydberg. We first classi-
fied some of these bands into 3 series, a,b,c; in addition there
are some weaker bands that may also form series.
’a ’ series. This series (bands 7, 12, 18, 25 (Table 1, Fig. 4)), is
identical to the C1 series of Bell et al.22 The band intervals are
1509, 1476, 1460 cm�1 (Bell et al. 1509, 1479, 1476 cm�1). The
first two are similar to those of the n3 progression in the ion
ground state, as determined from the photoelectron spec-
trum:11 1495, 1473, 1425 and 1419 cm�1. It is therefore reason-
able to assign this vibrational series to a Rydberg system that
converges to the 1 2A0 ground state of HCOOH+. We note that
the C1 series in DCOOD has intervals 1496, 1472, 1447
cm�1,22 similar to the ground state ion values for DCOOD,
1472, 1474, 1424 cm�1,11 thus confirming the Rydberg inter-
pretation of the ‘a ’ series. Tabayashi et al.,14 as well as Suto
et al.,13 assign these bands to the 3p 10a0 Rydberg transition,
without specifying which of the split core 3p levels is involved.
Bell et al. assign the C1 series to the 3pa00  10a0 Rydberg
transition, on the basis that substructures in the profile of an
(unspecified) band of the C1 system indicate that they
correspond to out-of-plane A00  A0 transitions. However, noFig. 7 HCOOH absorption spectrum: 12.5–17.5 eV.

Fig. 6 HCOOH absorption spectrum: 11.1–12.9 eV.
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structural constants were given and these substructures may be
due to overlapping bands. Furthermore, a 3p00  10a0 transi-
tion is expected to be very weak.
We assign the ‘a ’ series to the principal 3pa0  10a0 Rydberg

transition, whose first member has a quantum defect of
d ¼ 0.66. The second 3pa0  10a0 transition, denoted as
3p0a0  10a0 in Table 1 and in Fig. 4, we consider to corre-
spond to the weak bands 13 and 19, whose frequency interval
is 1484 cm�1. The energy difference between the two
3pa0  10a0 Rydberg transitions is 0.22 eV, is somewhat lower
than the calculated value 0.46 eV.35 The quantum defect of the
3p0a0 level is d ¼ 0.55.
The 3pa00  10a0 Rydberg transition bands should be weaker

still and are not detected in our spectra. The weaker of the two
3pa0  10a0 Rydberg transitions is expected to be quasi-
degenerate in energy with a weak 3pa00  10a0 Rydberg band.35

Higher members of the np 10a0 Rydberg series are dis-
cussed later.
’b ’ series. This series is formed by bands 8, 14, 20, 27, 31 and
36 (Table 1, Fig. 4), the frequency intervals being 1492, 1427,
1372, 1314 and 1363 cm�1 respectively. It is identical to the C2
series of Bell et al.,22 which has reported intervals of 1483,
1430, 1375 cm�1 (1482, 1456, 1415 cm�1 for DCOOD). (Each
of the C1, C2 and C3 series of Bell et al. has a maximum of
four reported members). Our ‘b ’ series has frequency intervals
reminiscent of the 2 1A0  1 1A0 (p* p2) valence transition
(1484, 1371, 1307 cm�1) rather than those of the ion ground
state so that we provisionally assign this series to a valence
transition.
Although they are sharp, the ‘b’ series bands are not men-

tioned either by Suto et al.13 or by Tabayashi et al.14 No transi-
tion assignments of this series were given by Bell et al.22

According to Robin,44 there is a s* no valence transition
in this spectral region in formic acid so that the ‘b ’ series
may correspond to the s* no valence transition, i.e.
4 1A0  1 1A0 (Table 3). An alternative valence transition
assignment is to p* p1 , i.e. 3 1A0  1 1A0, and this is dis-
cussed in more detail later. For both of these transitions we
expect, as found, a decrease in the n3 frequency in the excited
state as compared with the 1 1A0 ground state.
’c ’ series. Sharp strong bands 9, 15, 21 and 28 (Table 1, Fig. 4)
form the ‘c ’ series, with frequency intervals 1452, 1419, 1363
cm�1. They correspond to the C3 series of Bell et al., which
they assigned to a 3pa0  10a0 Rydberg transition.22 Their
reported intervals are 1465, 1409 and 1407 cm�1, whereas for
DCOOD they are 1393, 1361 and 1338 cm�1. The rather large
frequency change with respect to HCOOH indicates that the
vibrational mode excited in the upper state is not a pure car-
bon–oxygen vibration. These values are again reminiscent of
valence transition intervals and we assign the ‘c ’ series to a
valence transition.
At this stage, we provisionally assign the ‘b ’ series to

3 1A0  1 1A0 (p* p1) and the ‘c ’ series to 4 1A0  1 1A0

(s* no) since several theoretical calculations involving (lim-
ited) configuration interaction34,35 give the s* no valence
transition at higher energy than the p* p1 transition. In sup-
port of these assignments we note that the bands of the ‘c ’ ser-
ies have intensities that are a little greater than the
corresponding bands of the ‘b ’ series (Fig. 4, Table 1), which
is qualitatively in agreement with calculations which predict an
intensity ratio of the 4 1A0  1 1A0 and 3 1A0  1 1A0 transitions
to be between 1.0 and 1.6.37

Before making our final assignments concerning the ‘b’ and
‘c ’ series, we now discuss another possible assignment, i.e. that
the ‘b ’ and ‘c ’ series belong to the same electronic transition
with the interval between them being due to a vibration.
Although this interval, of the order of 260 cm�1, is much smal-
ler than any vibrational frequency in the neutral ground state,
we recall that the out-of-plane OH0 vibration drops from
n900 ¼ 642 cm�1 in the planar ground state to n90 ¼ 251 cm�1

in the non-planar 1 1A00 state.39 The structural and vibrational
frequency changes in the 1 1A00 state, with respect to the
ground state, are in line with expectations from the respective
bonding characteristics of the HOMO (10a0) and LUMO (3a00)
orbitals, as discussed earlier. The tendency to non-planarity is
associated with the 3a00 LUMO, so that this could also occur
for the 3 1A0 state where the excited electron is promoted to
the 3a00 orbital.
Thus it is not impossible that the ‘b’ and ‘c ’ series constitute

two progressions in carbon–oxygen stretch vibrations, sepa-
rated by n90 � 260 cm�1 but both belonging to the 3 1A0  1 1A0
0 transition. Excitation of n90 is consistent with an excited state
that is out-of-plane, and therefore with a valence transition,
since this vibration should be little excited in the planar Ryd-
berg states of HCOOH. Assuming band 8 to be the origin band
O0

0 of the 3 1A0  1 1A0 transition, the two progressions are as
follows: bands 8, 14, 20, 27 form the progression 3m0 ; bands 9,
15, 21, 28 ¼ 3m0 9

1
0; bands 10, 16, 22, 29 ¼ 3m0 9

2
0; bands 11, 17,

23 ¼ 3m0 9
3
0 , where m ¼ 0–3.

However, if the ‘b’ and ‘c ’ series are assigned to the transi-
tion, 3 1A0  1 1A0, we must look for features corresponding to
the 4 1A0  1 1A0 transition, which is expected to have an inten-
sity of the same order of magnitude as 3 1A0  1 1A0. Robin44

suggests that the 4 1A0  1 1A0 transition corresponds to the
underlying broad band in the 9 eV region, but from Fig. 4 it
appears much more likely that the underlying feature is the tail
of the strong 3 1A0  1 1A0 transition. We therefore reject the
assignment of the ‘b’ and ‘c ’ series as belonging to a single
transition and revert to their assignment as 3 1A0  1 1A0 and
4 1A0  1 1A0 respectively. This allows us to interpret bands
10, 16, 22 as being the vibronic transitions 3 1A0  1 1A0

(3m0 9
1
0), m ¼ 0–2 respectively, with n09� 365 cm�1, and bands

11, 17, 23 as the Rydberg bands (see later) 3pa0  10a0 (3m0
510), m ¼ 0� 2 respectively, with n05� 1140 cm�1.

3.3.4. ns 10a0 Rydberg series. In section 3.3.1 we sug-
gested that the broad 7.5 eV feature is probably mainly a dif-
fuse 3sa0  10a0 Rydberg band. Suto et al.13 and Bell et al.22

assign the next member (n ¼ 4) of the ns series to a feature that
corresponds to our band 41 at 9.94 eV (Table 1, Fig. 5), with
band 47 forming a vibrational companion at 10.12 eV, i.e. at a
vibrational interval of 1450 cm�1. Our assignments are differ-
ent. The 4sa0  10a0 Rydberg transition is assigned to band
42, with band 49 as a n03 ¼ 1476 cm�1 companion. The corre-
sponding quantum defect is d ¼ 0.81.
As discussed later, we have assigned band 41 to the Rydberg

transition 3pa00  2a00 (O0
0) and band 47 as 4sa0  10a0 (610)

(Table 1, Fig. 5). Tabayashi et al.14 assigned band 41 as the
second progression member of the 3p 2a00 Rydberg transi-
tion and band 47 as the first member of the 4s 10a0 Rydberg
transition. As shown later, these are not justifiable assign-
ments. In particular, they assign two progressions, of compar-
able intensity, to the 3p 2a00 Rydberg transition, whereas on
theoretical grounds we expect only one strong 3p00  2a00 tran-
sition, as well as two weak 3pa0  2a00 transitions, as discussed
in section 3.2.3. Furthermore, in their analysis of the 3p 2a00

Rydberg progressions in the carbon–oxygen stretch vibration,
the frequency intervals are much smaller than the value of n3 in
the 1 2A00 state of the ion11 to which these Rydberg series con-
verge.
Fridh,19 on the basis of an EELS experiment, identified the

4sa0  10a0 transition as being at about 9.65 eV, but reported
no higher ns Rydberg transitions. This energy corresponds to
our band 32 (Table 1) which was assigned by us, as well as
by Tabayashi et al.,14 as the first band in a progression of
the Rydberg transition 3d 10a0 (Fig. 4). Band 32 would give
a quantum defect value d ¼ 1.14 for the 4sa0 level. Using this d
value we predict the 5s Rydberg at 83 974 cm�1. Indeed we
observe a weak band 54 at 83 962 cm�1 (Fig. 5) but we assign
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it as the first member of a 4d 10a0 progression: bands 54, 59,
65, i.e. the ‘‘D2’’ series of Bell et al.22 In our assignments
(Table 1), band 58 is the 5sa0  10a0 transition, which gives
d ¼ 0.85 for the ns series), in good agreement with the analysis
of Bell et al.
Indeed, d ¼ 0.85 is much more satisfactory than d ¼ 1.14 in

interpreting the ns series. For example, calculation of the 6s
Rydberg with d ¼ 1.14, gives 86 695 cm�1 which would be in
between bands 63 and 64 and is not obviously present. How-
ever, d ¼ 0.85 gives 6s at 87 201 cm�1, close to the sharp band
66 at 87 156 cm�1, which corresponds to d ¼ 0.88, and from
which we can deduce a progression: bands 66, 70, 77 (intervals
1476, 1525 cm�1). These bands were assigned by Tabayashi
et al.14 as part of the 3d 2a00 Rydberg transition, but their
intervals are much too small for the CO vibration in the
1 2A00 state of the ion, as will be discussed later.
Continuing the assignment of the ns series, a quantum defect

of the order of 0.85 enables us to assign bands 69, 75 (interval
1436 cm�1) to the 7s 10a0 Rydberg transition and band 72 to
the 8s 10a0 Rydberg transition, with bands 79 (n03 ¼ 1516
cm�1, but this band appears to have two components), and
band 78 (n06 ¼ 1194 cm�1) as vibrational companions.

3.3.5. The np 10a0 Rydberg series. In section 3.3.3 we
assigned the ‘a ’ series as the principal of the two possible
3pa0  10a0 Rydberg transitions. This provides a quantum
defect value of d ¼ 0.66, which is very reasonable for an np
Rydberg series. We now examine higher members of the np
series using d values of this order of magnitude.
The 4pa0  10a0 Rydberg transition origin is assigned to

band 48 (Table 1, Fig. 5), which corresponds to d ¼ 0.60.
The very weak band 53 at 83 680 cm�1 is assigned to the ana-
logous weak 4p0a0  10a0 Rydberg transition. Its low effective
quantum defect, d ¼ 0.22, might seem to make this assignment
improbable but we note that the calculated quantum defect35 is
sharply reduced by a factor �2 in going from 4pa0 to 4p0a0, and
that our observed energy difference between these two levels,
0.18 eV, is close to the calculated value, 0.21 eV. We remark
that band 48 is also assigned by Bell et al.22 as 4p. We assign
bands 52, 57 (Bell F1 series) to the 4pa0  10a0 (3m0 ), m ¼ 1
and m ¼ 2 transitions, and bands 51, 56, 61 as involving the
additional excitation of n06 (Table 1).
In all, we have assigned npa0  10a0 Rydberg transitions,

and their companion bands, form n ¼ 3–9, and for which
the quantum defects are essentially in the range 0.59–0.66
(Table 1). Weak np0a0  10a0 Rydberg transitions were
assigned, as discussed above, only for n ¼ 3 and n ¼ 4. Our
npa0  10a0 assignments are largely in agreement with those
of Bell et al.,22 and differ totally from those of Tabayashi
et al.14 Further objections to absorption band assignments of
Tabayashi et al., in particular concerning Rydberg transitions
converging to the first excited state of the formic acid ion, will
be presented below.

3.3.6. The nda0  10a0 Rydberg series. Although for each
value of n, there are expected three nda0  10a0 transitions, it
is probable that one of these transitions has the major oscilla-
tor strength. In any case, we do not observe more than one
nda0  10a0 transition for each value of n. Our assignments
in Table 1 of the origin bands and companion bands of this
Rydberg series basically agree with that of Bell et al.:22 3d:
bands 32, 38, 43; 4d: bands 54, 59, 65; 5d: bands 64, 69 (Table 1,
Figs. 4 and 5). The corresponding d values of the origin bands
are given in Table 1.

3.3.7. Vibrational frequencies of the Rydberg states conver-
ging to the ground state of the formic acid ion. Two carbon–
oxygen stretch vibrational modes, n6 and n3 were excited in
the Rydberg levels, giving rise to the companion bands

discussed above. The average values of the frequencies over
all companion bands in the ns, np and nd Rydberg series con-
verging to the ground state of the ion are n6 ¼ 1178 cm�1 and
n3 ¼ 1477 cm�1. These values are very close to, and within the
error limits of, the frequencies of these modes in the ion
ground state, n6 ¼ 1196 cm�1 and n3 ¼ 1495 cm�1 established
by photoelectron spectroscopy.11 The n5 mode was assigned in
some of the 3pa0  10a0 transition bands, yielding a frequency
n5� 1140 cm�1. This vibrational mode is unresolved from that
of mode 6 in the He I PES of the ion ground state of
HCOOH11b (cf. Table 2).

3.4. Spectral assignments: Rydberg transitions converging to
the first excited ion state 1 2A00

Assignments of Rydberg bands converging to the first excited
electronic state, 1 2A00, of the formic acid ion have not pre-
viously been reported except by Tabayashi et al.14 who
assigned two 3p 2a00 and one 3d 2a00 progressions. In sec-
tion 3.3.4 we have discussed our objections to their 3d 2a00

progression analysis and present below our reasons for reject-
ing their assignments of the 3p 2a00 Rydberg transitions.
This turns in part on the incorrect assumption of Tabayashi
et al. that the carbon–oxygen stretch vibration has a similar
frequency in the Rydberg states converging to the ground
and to the first excited state of the ion.
In searching for Rydberg bands converging to the 1 2A00

state of HCOOH+ we started with the following two criteria:
(1) We expect to find an energy interval DE of the order of

8500 cm�1 between the ns, np and nd Rydberg transition bands
converging to the ground state of the ion and the correspond-
ing series of bands which converge to the first excited state,
since this is the value of the difference in the energies of these
two ion states.11

(2) The existence of companion bands to the Rydberg transi-
tion O0

0 band at intervals similar to those of vibrational fre-
quencies of the first excited ion state as given in Table 2.
These criteria helped us to establish the following assign-

ments.

3.4.1. nsa0  2a00 Rydberg series. The nsa0  2a00 Rydberg
series bands correspond to out-of-plane 1A00  X1A0 transi-
tions, so they are not expected to be very intense. Demoulin35

calculates the 3sa0  2a00 band to be at 8.67 eV and 4sa0  2a00

at 10.86 eV. The calculated differences DE0 between the
nsa0  10a0 and the corresponding nsa0  2a00 transitions are
DE0 ¼ 0.53 eV (n ¼ 3) and DE0 ¼ 0.86 eV (n ¼ 4). It is diffi-
cult to compare the experimental value of DE0 for n ¼ 3,
because of the broadness of the 3sa0 band in both series; an
approximate value is DE0 ¼ 1.0� 0.4 eV for n ¼ 3 (see below).
However, a more precise value, DE0 ¼ 0.87 eV, very close to
the calculated value,35 is obtained for n ¼ 4. These theoretical
and experimental values are less than the experimental
DE ¼ 1.05 eV between the ion limit states, but the fact that
there is an increase in going from n ¼ 3 to n ¼ 4, at least in
the calculated values, is not surprising since it is usual for
the Rydberg level properties to approximate closer to the ion
as principal quantum number n increases.
We assign in Table 1 the following members of the

nsa0  2a00 series:
4s, to band 67 at 87 591 cm�1 (Fig. 5); band 70 at 88 632

cm�1 in part to a n6 ¼ 1040 cm�1 companion; band 76 at
89 914 cm�1 may include a possible n3 ¼ 2323 cm�1 compa-
nion.
5s, to band 90 at 92 729 cm�1 (Fig. 6); band 92 is its

n6 ¼ 1057 cm�1 companion; and possibly band 95 contains
the n3 ¼ 2291 cm�1 companion.
6s, to band 98 at 95 415 cm�1; band 106 contains the

n3 ¼ 2307 cm�1 companion; band 101 at 96 447 cm�1 is the
n6 ¼ 1026 cm�1 companion.
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7s, to band 102 at 96 689 cm�1; band 106 contains also the
n6 ¼ 1033 cm�1 companion, and band 109 possibly the n3
companion.
8s, to band 105 at 97 544 cm�1; band 108 at 98 568 cm�1 is

the n6 ¼ 1024 cm�1 companion.
Using d ¼ 1.05, we predict 3sa0 at 70 978 cm�1. This might

correspond to part of the high frequency tail of the broad fea-
ture between bands 5 and 7 (Figs. 3, 4). As mentioned above,
we expect it to be broad, since a 3s Rydberg level is involved.
The average value of d is 1.05 for the nsa0  2a00 series, which

is very reasonable for an ns Rydberg series. We note that
Demoulin35 predicts d ¼ 1.12 for the 4sa0 level, based
on IE ¼ 12.50 eV for the first excited ion state, whereas
our experimental value, used for determining d, is IE ¼
12.3783 eV.11

3.4.2. np 2a00 Rydberg series. As discussed earlier, on
symmetry grounds one expects only one strong 3p 2a00 tran-
sition, i.e. 3pa00  2a00. We assign band 41 (Table 1, Fig. 5) to
the origin band of this transition, giving d ¼ 0.64, with band
45 as n6 ¼ 1041 cm�1 companion, band 46 as n5 ¼ 1162
cm�1 companion, and the broad band 50 (Table 1, Fig. 5),
which obviously has overlapping features, as containing a n3
companion. The higher members of this Rydberg series are
assigned as follows:
4pa00: assigned to band 76 at 89 914 cm�1 (Table 1, Fig. 6).
5pa00: assigned to band 93 at 93 963 cm�1, with band 95 as

n6 ¼ 1057 cm�1 companion, and band 100 as n3 ¼ 2387
cm�1 companion.
6pa00: assigned to band 99 at 95 923 cm�1, with band 103

partially as n6 ¼ 1073 cm�1 companion.
7pa00: assigned as band 103 at 96 996 cm�1, with band 107 as

n6 ¼ 1072 cm�1 companion.
We assign also some members of a weaker 3p 2a00 transi-

tion, i.e. 3pa0  2a00, to bands 35 (origin band), band 40
(n6 ¼ 1033 cm�1 companion), band 44 (n3 ¼ 2339 cm�1 com-
panion). In agreement with these assignments, the relative
intensities of bands 35, 40 and 44 (Table 1, Fig. 5) are very
similar to those of the O0

0, 6
1
0 and 310 photoelectron bands cor-

responding to ionization to the first excited state of HCOOH.11

Higher members of the npa0  2a0 Rydberg series were not
observed.
Band 40 has been assigned by Tabayashi et al.14 as the first

band of a 3p 2a00 transition vibrational progression corre-
sponding to our bands 40, 45, 50, 55. They assigned also a sec-
ond, similarly strong 3p 2a00 vibrational progression,
corresponding to our bands 35 (or 36), 41, 46, 52. However,
as discussed above, on symmetry grounds one expects only
one intense 3p 2a00 transition, i.e. 3pa00  2a00. This argues
strongly against the 3p 2a00 Rydberg transition assignments
of Tabayashi et al.

3.4.3. nd 2a00 Rydberg series. Although, in theory, there
are two nda00  2a00 transitions and three nda0  2a00 transi-
tions for each value of n, the latter three being out-of-plane
transitions, only one, short, nda00  2a00 series was observed.
Demoulin35 calculates that even this in-plane transition series
will be weak. Our band assignments are as follows:
3d: we assigned band 63 at 86 438 cm�1 (Table 1) as being

due in part to the 3da00  2a00 transition. Vibrational compa-
nion bands may exist as unresolved shoulders of higher energy
bands, e.g. band 71 as the n3 companion.
4d: assigned as part of band 88, with band 94, which appears

to have two components, as its n3 companion.
5d: assigned as band 96 at 95 133 cm�1.

3.4.4. Vibrational frequencies of Rydberg levels converging
to the ion first excited state. In the ns, np and nd Rydberg series
converging to the first excited state 1 2A00 of the formic acid ion

we observed companion bands corresponding to the excitation
of the vibrational modes n3 and n6 . The average values of the
vibrational mode frequencies are n3 ¼ 2344 cm�1 and
n6 ¼ 1044 cm�1. These values are very close to, and within
the error limits of, the frequencies of these modes in the first
excited state of the ion, n3 ¼ 2343 cm�1 and n6 ¼ 1029 cm�1

(Table 2), as measured in photoelectron spectra.11 There is also
one value for mode 5, n5 ¼ 1162 cm�1, for 3pa00, derived from
band 46, whereas we expect about 1300 cm�1 from the He I
PES analysis.11 However, this absorption band was measured
as a shoulder to band 45 (Fig. 5), so that the derived n5 value is
uncertain.

4. Absorption at higher energies: 12.3–22 eV

The absorption spectra above the second ionization energy are
shown in Figs. 1 and 7. There are no previous reports concern-
ing absorption spectra of formic acid in the 12.3–22 eV region
but there are published EELS spectra, up to 15.05 eV 19 and to
16 eV,20 whose energy resolution is very much less than that of
our absorption spectra. Both EELs spectra show a broad fea-
ture between 13 and 15 eV peaking in the 14.2 eV region. Our
absorption spectrum shows a broad feature between 12.8 and
15.2 eV (Fig. 1) which contains a shoulder at about 13.5 eV
(Fig. 7, band 110), also evident in Fridh’s EEL spectrum,19

and some not well resolved structure in the 14–15 eV region,
with an intensity maximum at about 14.5 eV. At higher ener-
gies we observe a series of absorption bands (114–123, Table
1) in the 15.7–16.8 eV region superimposed on rising broad
background whose maximum intensity is at 17.9 eV (Fig. 1),
followed by a shallow minimum at about 18.9 eV and a fairly
constant intensity absorption between 20 and 22 eV.
In order to analyse the absorption spectra observed between

12.3 and 22 eV region we first discuss the ion states in this
region, which should be the limit states to which Rydberg ser-
ies in this spectral region converge. Photoelectron spectro-
scopy has established a series of ion states arising by
successive loss of an electron from molecular orbitals of
HCOOH:
. . .(6a0)2(7a0)2(8a0)2(1a00)2(9a0)2(2a00)2(10a0)2.
In the 12.3–22 eV region there are ionization limits corre-

sponding to loss respectively of the 9a0, 1a00, 8a0 and 7a0 elec-
trons in one electron transitions. Loss of the 6a0 electron is
calculated to take place at an energy about 4.5 eV above that
of the 7a0 electron,34,37 which is in the 17.5–17.7 eV
region.11b,15 Therefore ionization of a 6a0 electron can be esti-
mated to occur at about 21.5 eV, so that absorption in the 18–
22 eV region may be Rydberg bands converging to the 6a0�1

ion state, i.e. 5 2A0 (see below). We neglect any satellite states
corresponding to two-electron transitions and configurational
effects in general, which is reasonable for HCOOH below 22
eV.45 States which are associated with loss of the inner valence
electrons 5a0 and 4a0 give rise to many satellite bands whose
intensities are distributed over the 30–40 eV region in high
energy PES.45,46 We now examine the absorption spectra in
this context, searching for Rydberg bands converging to the
various ionization limits between 12.3 and 22 eV.

4.1. Promotion of a 9a0 electron: n(s,p,d) 9a0; limit ion
state 2 2A0

The He I PES shows a broad band in the 14.2–15.3 eV region,
peaking at 14.81 eV, corresponding to loss of a 9a0 electron
and formation of the 2 2A0 ion state.11b The broad absorption
band between 12.8 and 15.2 eV (Fig. 7) may therefore corre-
spond to a set of broad overlapping Rydberg bands and their
companion bands converging to the 2 2A0 ion state whose
adiabatic IE is at about 14.15 eV and whose vertical IE is at
14.81 eV.11b
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Demoulin,35 using 14.7 eV as the value of the vertical IE of
the 9a0 electron calculates the 3sa0  9a0 transition to be at
11.24 eV ¼ 90 656 cm�1, with d ¼ 1.017. There is a broad
background absorption in the 11–13 eV region underlying
sharp well resolved features (Figs. 1 and 6). This broad back-
ground could contain broad overlapping 3s, 3p and 3d Ryd-
berg bands and their companion bands, converging to the
2 2A0 ion state.
Using our experimental IE (v) and a value d ¼ 0.85 similar

to that in ns Rydbergs converging to the ion ground state,
we predict the 3s 9a0 Rydberg transition to occur at 90 387
cm�1 ¼ 11.207 eV. However, it is physically more satisfying
to calculate the Rydberg transitions on the basis of the adia-
batic IEs, and to estimate the most intense Franck–Condon
transition by adding the difference between the adiabatic and
vertical IEs. We thus predict the 4s origin band to be at
103 067 cm�1 ¼ 12.779 eV, which is in a region of featureless
absorption. The most intense Franck–Condon transition is
estimated to be 0.66 eV higher than the calculated origin tran-
sitions, i.e. at 108 390 cm�1. This would be in the neighbour-
hood of the shoulder band 110 at 108 723 cm�1 in a region
of quasi-continuous absorption (Fig. 7).
Turning now to the np 9a0 Rydberg transitions, we assign

the 3pa0  9a0 transition to band 91 at 93 003 cm�1, corre-
sponding to d ¼ 0.72. There are n3 and 2n3 vibrational compa-
nions at, respectively, bands 94 and 99 (Table 1). With
d ¼ 0.72, the 4pa0  9a0 transition would be at 103 931
cm�1 ¼ 12.886 eV, a region of weak absorption (Figs. 1 and
7), and the most intense Franck–Condon transition at
109 373 cm�1 ¼ 13.546 eV, i.e. in the 110 shoulder band
region. The 5p and 6p bands are calculated to occur in the
broad band region between 14 and 14.4 eV and may corre-
spond to poorly resolved features in this region.
We did not search for nd 9a0 Rydberg transitions.

4.2. Promotion of a 1a00 electron: n(s,p,d) 1a00; limit ion
state 2 2A00

The vertical IE ¼ 15.75 eV for forming the 2 2A00 state, while
the adiabatic IE� 15.35 eV.11b On symmetry grounds, the only
strong Rydberg transitions converging to this ion state are
expected to be npa00  1a00and nda00  1a00. We considered
whether some barely resolved absorption features in the
14.5–15 eV region (Fig. 7) may be due to Rydberg bands con-
verging to the 1a00�1 ion state 2 2A00. There are at least four
(broad) features in this region, with an average band interval
�1345 cm�1. In the He I PES of HCOOH we find, between
15–15.5 eV, bands with an interval of the order of 1290
cm�1, but these are vibrational components of the lower-lying
2 2A0 ion state. The 2 2A00 state vibrational intervals are of the
order of 970 cm�1,11b which are much smaller than the �1345
cm�1 absorption band intervals. This indicates that the
absorption features in the 14.5–15 eV regions are not asso-
ciated with Rydberg transitions leading to the 2 2A00 ion state.
They may belong to high-lying valence transitions, as yet
unrecognised, e.g. 3 2A00  1 2A0, corresponding to 11a0  2a00

or 4 2A00  1 2A0 (11a0  1a00), which are expected to be weak,
or to the stronger, in-plane, transitions 5 2A0  1 2A0

(11a0  9a0) and 6 2A0  1 2A0 (11a0  8a0).

4.3. Promotion of a 8a0 electron: n(s, p, d) 8a0; limit ion
state 3 2A0

Loss of a 8a0 electron gives rise to the 3 2A0 state whose adia-
batic IE ¼ 16.971 eV. The He I PES shows well defined photo-
electron vibrational bands in this region.11b,15 We considered
whether the sharp absorption features, bands 114–123,
(15.75–16.73 eV, Fig. 7), are Rydberg bands converging to
the 3 2A0 ion state. These bands have as successive intervals
1307, 1259, 1304, 1298, 1380, 1322 cm�1, with possibly some

side-bands. Measurement of the PES in the 17 eV region11b

shows that the main bands have successive intervals of 1307,
1267, 907, 956, cm�1, and that there are several much weaker
bands. A direct comparison between the absorption in the 15–
17 eV region and the He I PES in the 17 eV region shifted
down by 1.2223 eV is given in Fig. 8. It clearly shows excellent
correspondence between the two spectra in the 15.75–16.06 eV
(absorption) region, i.e. over the first two band intervals, but
considerable difference at higher energies, i.e. above 16.06 eV
in the absorption spectrum and 17.28 eV in the He I PES. In
the PES, this is the region usually assigned to the 4 2A0 ion
state resulting from loss of a 7a0 electron.11b,15,47

We therefore assign bands 114–123 as associated with Ryd-
berg levels converging to the 3 2A0 ion state. The bands form
an apparent vibrational progression whose interval is about
1300 cm�1. This is investigated further below. We now exam-
ine specific Rydberg transitions converging to the 3 2A0 state of
the ion.

4.3.1. nsa0  8a0 series. No satisfactory assignments were
made for the nsa0  8a0 Rydberg bands using three different
values d ¼ 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0. Although a few bands could be
fitted for each value of d, the key 4s and 5s bands could not
be assigned satisfactorily. We conclude that there is no clear
evidence for the ns series. However, since the nd series could
be assigned using d values of the order of 0.125 (see later), it
is not impossible that the ns series exists with a value
d� 1.125. This remains to be further explored.

4.3.2. npa0  8a0 series. The 3 2A0 ion state is at 16.971
eV ¼ 136 880 cm�1.11b Taking band 114 at 126 999 cm�1 as
O0

0 origin band provides an n� d value of 3.334. It therefore
is reasonable to assign band 114 (Table 1, Fig. 7) as 4pa0  8a0,
0, with d ¼ 0.67. Bands 115 and 116 (in part, see later) can be
assigned as vibrational components to the 4pa0  8a0 transi-
tion, with a vibrational frequency of �1300 cm�1, which is a
value corresponding to n6 in the 3 2A0 ion state.11b

Other npa0  8a0 transitions are assigned as follows. The
broad feature band 111 can be assigned to the 3pa0  8a0 tran-
sition, giving d ¼ 0.67, the 5pa0  8a0 transition to band 117
(d ¼ 0.69), with band 118 being reasonably assigned as being,
in part (see below), its n6 companion band (dn ¼ 1298 cm�1).
The 6pa0  8a0 transition is assigned to the weak feature 119 at
�132 919 cm�1 (16.48 eV) corresponding to a value of
d ¼ 0.74. Another weak feature 121 at �16.624 eV ¼
134 081 cm�1 and this is assigned to the 7pa0  8a0 tran-
sition, with d ¼ 0.74. Using d ¼ 0.74, the 8pa0  8a0 transition
is calculated to be at 134 798 cm�1 ¼ 16.713 eV, which is
within the profile of band 123 whose maximum intensity is
at 134 968 cm�1.

Fig. 8 (a) HCOOH absorption spectrum 15.4–16.6 eV; (b) He I
photoelectron spectrum in the 17 eV region11b red shifted by 1.2223 eV.
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nda0  8a0 series. From its relative intensity and profile, we
consider that band 116, apart from its 4p vibrational compo-
nent (see above), also contains the 4da0  8a0 transition band,
with d ¼ 0.125. The 5da0  8a0 transition is assigned to band
118 at 132 266 cm�1 (Fig. 7), with d ¼ 0.124. As mentioned
above, this band also probably contains the n6 companion
band of the 5pa0  8a0 Rydberg transition band 117. The
6da0  8a0 transition is assigned to band 120 at 133 645 cm�1

(Fig. 7), with d ¼ 0.17, while the 7da0  8a0 transition can be
assigned to band 122 at 16.682 eV ¼ 134 549 cm�1, with
d ¼ 0.14.

4.3.3. Relation of bands 114–123 to the photophysics of for-
mic acid. It is remarkable that the absorption bands 114–123 in
the 15.7–16.8 eV region appear as features in the ion quantum
yield fi curve,

12 as illustrated in Fig. 9, whereas most of the
rest of the fi curve is continuous, reaching an ion quantum
yield of unity at 18.0� 0.1 eV.12 This behaviour indicates that
the bands 114–123 Rydberg levels which converge to the 3 2A0

ion state undergo autoionization on a relatively long timescale.
To determine the autoionization rate we measured the FWHM
of the fi and the absorption curve peaks above their respective
background continua in the 15.7–16.8 eV region and compared
them respectively with the energy resolutions of the ion quan-
tum yield (50 meV) and absorption (10 meV in the 16 eV
region) measurements. The fi and the absorption peaks were
both found to have FWHM values of about 50 meV. From
this we infer that the autoionization rate kai� 7.5� 1013 s�1

since the absorption peak FWHM is much greater than the
absorption spectral resolution.
The Rydberg states converging to the 3 2A0 state have this

ion state as their core. The fact that these absorption bands
are sharp, and the existence of well resolved vibrational struc-
ture of the 3 2A0 ion state in the He I PES, indicate that this ion
state has a relatively long lifetime. A photoelectron–photoion
coincidence (PEPICO) study by Nishimura et al.48 of the
breakdown curves of HCOOH up to 19 eV bears on this ques-
tion and brings up some interesting photophysical aspects. The
results of their study of the fragment ions COOH+ and HCO+

led them to suggest that formic acid excited to the 3 2A0 state of
HCOOH+, can relax radiatively to the first excited ion state
1 2A00 which then dissociates to H+COOH+. We have esti-
mated that the expected emission should occur at l� 282 nm.12

However, this is in a spectral region where relatively strong
OH emission is observed on photon excitation to the 3 2A0

state of HCOOH+,12 thus making it difficult to verify the pro-
posed fluorescence mechanism. This is discussed in more detail
elsewhere.12

We propose an explanation for another aspect of the
observed breakdown curve. In Fig. 2b of Nishimura et al.,48

the increase in the COOH+ signal begins at about 15.8 eV, ris-
ing to about 17.3 eV then drops sharply at higher energies. We
propose that the increasing COOH+ signal is produced by dis-
sociative autoionization from the Rydberg levels leading to
3 2A0, and decreases when excitation to the 4 2A0 state becomes
important at the Franck–Condon maximum at about 17.3 eV
(see later). The mirror image behaviour of the energy depen-
dence of the formation of HCO+ shows that the two channels
are competitive. The breakdown curves indicate that the yield
ratio between the H+COOH+ and the OH+HCO+ dissocia-
tive autoionization channels increases with increasing energy
in the 15.8–17.3 eV region. A study of the breakdown curves
of formic acid at an adequate high spectral resolution is neces-
sary in order confirm our proposed dissociative autoionization
interpretation.

4.4. Promotion of a 7a0 electron: n(s,p,d) 7a0; limit ion
state 4 2A0

The precise energy of the 4 2A0 state resulting from loss of a 7a0

electron has been difficult to establish from the experimental
viewpoint.15,16,47 In the past, the 4 2A0 state was assumed to
occur in the energy region where there is a modification in
the regularity of the PES vibrational bands initially belonging
to the 3 2A0 state, i.e. around 17.28 eV.11b,15,16,47 From a study
of the He I PES of the four isotopologues HCOOH, HCOOD,
DCOOH and DCOOD,11b it has recently been established that
the origin of the 4 2A0 state of HCOOH+ corresponds to a very
weak PES band at 16.9084 eV, i.e. slightly below that of the
strong PES band origin of the 3 2A0 state which is at 16.9738
eV. The displaced oscillator structure of transitions to the
4 2A0 state11b made it difficult for us to assign specific Rydberg
transitions converging to this ion state. Nevertheless, we can
state that the principal transitions should occur in the 16–
17.5 eV region and may be responsible for the underlying
increase of absorption intensity in this spectral region (Fig. 7).

4.5. Promotion of a 6a0 electron: n(s,p,d) 6a0; limit ion
state 5 2A0

As mentioned earlier, the loss of the 6a0 electron is expected to
occur close to or above 22 eV. In the He II PES there is indeed
a broad band between 21 and 23 eV, maximum at 22 eV, show-
ing no marked signs of vibrational structure.46,49 The broad
absorption in the 17.5–22 eV region may therefore correspond
to unresolved Rydberg bands converging to the 5 2A0 state.
Although there are undulations in the absorption curve
between 18 and 22 eV (Fig. 1), no other distinct features are
observed in this spectral region.

5. Quantum defect values

The orders of magnitude of the d values of the s, p and d levels
reported in Table 1 are as expected for normal molecules.38,44

The uncertainity in the quantum defect values increases with
increasing principal quantum number, as the density of
absorption bands increases on approaching the Rydberg
asymptote and the energy difference between ionization energy
and term value becomes more exacting in determining the d
values. It is clear, however, that the quantum defect values
for the nsa0  10a0 transitions (4s: 0.81, 5s: 0.85, 6s: 0.88,...)
are significantly smaller than those of the corresponding

Fig. 9 (a) HCOOH absorption spectrum 15.5–17.0 eV; (b) photoion
quantum yield curve in the 15.5–17.0 eV region.12
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nsa0  2a00 transitions (4s: 1.01, 5s: 1.07, 6s: 1.02, . . .), indicat-
ing a difference in molecular core penetration in these two
cases. This is also true, to a less marked extent, for the
npa0  10a0 (3p: 0.66, 4p: 0.60, 5p: 0.60, 6p: 0.59,...) and
npa00  2a00 transitions (3p: 0.64, 4p: 0.67, 5p: 0.68, 6p: 0.70,
. . .), whereas the values for the npa00  2a00 and npa0  8a0

(3p: 0.67, 4p: 0.67, 5p: 0.69, 6p: 0.74, . . .) transitions are very
similar. Table 1 also includes the quantum defect values for
the 3p0a0 (d ¼ 0.55) and 4p0a0 (d ¼ 0.22) levels of the
np0a0  10a0 Rydberg series, which are lower than for the cor-
responding principal 3pa0 and 4pa0 levels, in agreement with
model calculations, as discussed in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5.
No marked differences are found between the quantum defect
values for the nd levels of the nda0  10a0, nda00  2a00 and
nda00  8a0 transitions, which have similar d values, of the
order of 0.15 (Table 1).

6. Conclusion

Absorption spectra of HCOOH were measured between 6 and
22 eV at an equivalent resolution to the best previously
achieved over a much more limited spectral range13,14,22 (5–
11.7 eV). In the spectral region common to previous measure-
ments, we observed and assigned many features seen by Bell
et al.22 but unassigned by these authors. Many other spectral
features not reported by Bell et al., but evident in other pub-
lished absorption spectra below 11.7 eV,13,14 were also
observed in our spectra.
In our analysis of the absorption spectra we discuss and use

the molecular orbital structure of formic acid, the associated
bonding properties, and the relevant theoretical calculations
on valence and Rydberg states of formic acid. Data on ionic
states and their structural and dynamic properties, obtained
from He I photoelectron spectroscopy of formic acid11 were
also used. Five valence transitions and the different types of
expected Rydberg transitions converging to the ground state
1 2A0 and the first excited electronic state 1 2A00 of the formic
acid ion were first discussed. The corresponding valence and
Rydberg absorption bands were then assigned in the spectral
region below 12.3 eV.
Our analyses disagree in considerable part with the assign-

ments of Bell et al.22 (adopted also by Suto et al.13) in the
region below 10.15 eV. In particular, we recognise and assign
the valence transitions 2 1A0  1 1A0 (p* p2), 3 1A0  1 1A0

(p* p1) and 4 1A0  1 1A0 (s* no). The experimental ener-
gies of these valence transitions are systematically smaller than
the quantum chemically calculated values (Table 3), illustrat-
ing insufficiencies of the latter, in particular concerning ade-
quate configuration interaction.
Concerning the Rydberg transitions converging to the

ground state of the ion, we disagree with some of the Bell
et al. assignments for the nsa0  10a0 series, as well as those
of Tabayashi et al.14 which were limited to 4sa0  10a0 for this
series, and we provide different band assignments for these
transitions. In general, there is good agreement between our
assignments and those of Bell et al.22 for the np 10a0 series
for nq 4, i.e. between 10.15 and 11.33 eV. Our assignments
differ in part from those of Tabayashi et al.14 for the
3pa0  10a0 transition (which was the only member of the
np 10a0 series reported by these authors). In particular, we
show that there is only one strong component, and not two
as assigned by Tabayashi et al. for this transition. However,
our assignments for the nd 10a0 series agree well with those
of Bell et al.22 and of Tabayashi et al.14 for particular bands of
this series. Associated with several of the ns,np,nd 10a0 Ryd-
berg bands are companion bands corresponding to excitation
of n6 and n3 mode vibrations; their frequencies correspond well
to those known, from photoelectron spectroscopy, for the
1 2A0 ground state of the formic acid ion.

The only previous assignment of Rydberg bands converging
to the first excited electronic state, 1 2A00, of the formic acid ion
was carried out by Tabayashi et al.22 We strongly disagree with
their assignments. Our analysis and assignments of these tran-
sitions is based on a better knowledge of the ionization limit
and of the 1 2A00 ion state vibrational frequencies which, in
turn, result from a recent He I photoelectron spectroscopic
study of formic acid isotopologues.11b The assignments also
take into account the relative intensities of Rydberg transitions
expected on electronic state symmetry grounds. A large num-
ber of absorption bands corresponding to nsa0  2a00, np 2a00
00 and 3da00  2a00 Rydberg transitions were assigned, including
n3 and n6 vibrational components whose frequencies agree well
with those of the 1 2A00 ion state.
Entirely novel aspects of our study concern the observation,

analysis and assignment of absorption features at higher ener-
gies, between 12 and 22 eV, carried out here for the first time.
The existence of Rydberg bands was explored for transitions
whose limiting ion states are respectively 2 2A0, 2 2A00, 3 2A0,
4 2A0 and 5 2A0, corresponding to ionization of electrons from
the successive molecular orbitals 9a0, 1a00, 8a0, 7a0 and 6a0. Ryd-
berg bands converging to these ionization limits were not
observed as discrete features, except for the 2 2A0 (9a0�1) and
3 2A0 (8a0�1) cases. The Rydberg bands converging to the other
ionization limits are apparently broad and merge to form the
broad features or underlying continuous absorption observed
in specified high energy regions.
In particular, assignments were made for npa0  8a0 and

nda0  8a0 Rydberg transitions, which exhibit relatively nar-
row discrete absorption bands. A comparison between absorp-
tion features and similar features observed in the ion quantum
yield curve12 in the 15.7–16.8 eV region showed that these
Rydberg states undergo autoionization with a rate
kai� 7.5� 1013 s�1. This is a spectral region where PEPICO
measurements on formic acid48 indicate the existence of two
competitive dissociation channels, respectively to H+COOH+

and OH+HCO+. In a novel interpretation of the observed
breakdown curve behaviour of formic acid we have proposed
that the fragmentation in this energy region results from disso-
ciative autoionization.
The detailed information obtained in the present absorption

study is of direct use not only in the interpretation of formic
acid dissociative photoionization but also for other photophy-
sical properties, such as fluorescence emission observed from
neutral and ionic dissociation channels as a function of excita-
tion energy.12 As mentioned in the Introduction, this informa-
tion is of direct interest for certain types of astrophysical and
exobiology studies, and will be exploited elsewhere.
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